Morphogenetic Field Implosion

Beloved Family,

We recently released an introduction about the evolutionary waveforms that are now entering through our physical sun and recoding all forms of life on our planet. (see article here)

Inherent in these frequencies are overriding wave fronts of color, light and sound that are morphing the fabric of our physical reality.

On a global level, these super-charged pulsations are un-trenching the planetary morphogenetic field of mass consciousness to accommodate the new intellectual blueprint for our evolving species. This means that the entire collective energy of humanity's mental and emotional body (belief systems) is being forcefully uprooted.
As this separation occurs, abrupt implosions of the long-established habitual systems are occurring. This brings inevitable destabilization, albeit temporarily.

We can attribute this to the severity of recent outplay in the Philippines and all other world stage occurrences including escalating weather patterns, heightened conflicts, nuclear contamination, technological breakdowns and more. This energy is mostly affecting the vulnerable feedback loops of lower vibration.

Blockages are constantly being found and released to allow the new connections to be made and secured.

**The Great Acceleration**

The process of shift has indeed quickened at a mind boggling pace. It is as if we are receiving new instruction sets overnight, being lifted from one morphogenetic field and plunked into another.

To review, morphogenetic fields are the foundational blueprints that store information for how species and any “form” of consciousness will evolve. All conscious creation, from micro to macro, is manifested through these imprinting field templates.

Supporting this release is the rising level of awakened consciousness across the world. This has set into momentum a riveting “100th monkey effect” that is quickly establishing a brand new energy system through harmonic resonance alone.

Two morphic fields of consciousness patterning, (the high frequency crystalline and the dense carbon based), are in a sense, clashing. At the point of convergence, there are obstacles, blockages, missing connectors and confusion causing great instability in the denser fields of vibration.

In order for this to process to happen smoothly and with as little planetary upheaval as possible, these cosmic waveforms require a feedback system of perfect communication so that they can encode and transfer the information harmoniously.
Can Destructive Earth Change be Prevented?

It felt very strange to observe an outcome of so much violent destruction and loss of life in the Philippines. I asked within if there was anything we can do, as a collective grouping, to prevent this type of violent upheaval.

This is what I was shown...

- Mixing 'new patterns of organization' with old memory fields can create a chaotic result especially if you are dealing with corrupted scripts that have been cemented into place for eons of time.

- The matrix gets confused as to where to read the code and what string of information contains the correct sequence. (We are referring to the point of energetic convergence, where the two morphogenetic fields of resonance meet.)

- Until new circuitry and its settings are stable, the code reading has a tendency to default to the template stored in the cumulative memory field.

- The recoding process requires a very tenacious force of repetitive energy in order to cut through the muck and establish itself as the new abiding pattern.

- This energy coming in is very 'plutonian', meaning... forceful, vigilant, relentless and it does not stop until the job gets done. It does not tip toe around the saving of human life.

We Must Build and Amplify the New Morphic Resonance Quickly

This is exactly why we, the Planetary Light Servers, have been so intensely initiated, spending years activating a new crystalline grid of energy transfer.

With this grid in place and through our group resonance, we can now more easily take in this new encoded energy, translate it properly and then send it back out so that the entire human race can receive it, gracefully.

As receivers and transmitters in conscious service, we are required to understand this process and the involved codes or else the group effort is useless, literally 'lost' in translation. The greater our degree of clarity and focus is, the greater our influence upon the whole.

We are assisting to establish a new morphogenetic field for the Earth and it now demands our greater attention. Just like with systems of electricity, this incoming waveform needs more effectual transformers (bigger focused groups) and pure conduits (consciousness connectors).
Get Ready for More Big Events

During these tumultuous times, we also have to ready ourselves for more historical events on the scale of what just happened in the Philippines, and even greater. Life on the physical plane is still manifesting in terms of the duality factor.

While many of us have made transition to multidimensional perception, that which is truly transcendent is understood by the masses in terms of opposites. Until the new consciousness template is firmly secured, we will continue to see dramatic outplays of light and dark, joy and suffering, the bright beautiful lights followed by the darker schisms.

The brighter we shine the more attention we draw to us, from all factions. It is absolutely imperative that we make our life systems very strong in order to weather the incoming storms. Get out of the field of mass energetic data transference. Shift into a field of influence that is more in your harmonic overtone.

Beloveds, we are the rainbow warriors, the children of the sun and many are depending upon us to be the strong of the strong. It is our role to prepare the people for the great light entering. We especially thrive during times of mayhem and stewarding others through the darkness of night.

Let's turn the group wheel a thousand more cranks so that we can be more deeply bonded in this next cycle of change.

We send our prayers and blessings to the people of the Philippines, to the relief efforts and all involved people, systems and governments. May God's Will be done.

With love,

Tiara
Children of the Sun Foundation

PS... There is a PART 2 to this focus which brings forth in great detail how we can apply this information and personally thrive in these new extreme energies of morphogenesis. Coming...
Monday, November 18
Join us in the Unity Matrix as we come as ONE to consciously receive and be encoded by this extremely accelerating cosmic light!

Unified Focus:

We have all felt the affects of the increased solar activity combined with the recent Uranus/Pluto square. Additionally, we have a sungrazing Comet ISON energy with us; comets have historically been regarded as harbingers of great shift.

One cannot deny that we are in the midst of great portentous times and all signs and incoming cosmic radiations are creating a new morphogenic encodement for our planet and our species.

If we imagine our planetary role as energy transformers in an enormous electromagnetic system, we can see that these incoming waveforms require us to come together in large focused groups and to be the conscious conduits to translate these energies for the planetary consciousness upgrades.

It is more important than ever, to come together in solidarity for the full moon to transmit as one group soul upon the Unity Grid. The greater our degree of clarity and focus, the greater our influence upon the whole.

Let us continue to hold those in the Philippines in our hearts and prayers.

Audio Support

For those of your who like to use audio support during the transmissions, we suggest continuation of our newest releases.

A new audio is now in production and will be released soon

Encoding Evolutionary Waveform
We are all being re-coded in a step-by-step process in order to withstand the more refined spectrums of electromagnetic light. This transmission acknowledges the process by consciously calling into our body the transforming solar radiation through eye gazing and self-created activation.

**God Within You**
When we find within us, that secret place of the Most High... we become an embodiment of supreme JOY greatly affecting and transforming every person we meet. The purpose of this audio transmission is to help you reach into higher states of super-consciousness in union with your vaster Self.

---

**Children of the Sun Foundation**

Educational Courses, Therapy and Counseling

Children of the Sun Foundation offers accomplished and certified educational and healing facilitators, life coaches and holistic therapists who are waiting to assist you into your greatest potential.

We have selected some of the most skilled and experienced facilitators who can help catalyze the deepest breakthroughs.

Some subjects are just too personal and unique to you. Many worries, fears and anxieties hide in your blind spots. You can't see them by yourself. Our facilitator are here to help you see and unravel what is limiting in your nature so you can become full of love with a lightness of being.

---

**THERAPIES AND COUNSELING**

- Emotional + Intuitive Intelligence Coaching
- Nutritional Health and Counseling
- Transforming Breathwork
- Psychosomatic Counseling
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Rites of Passage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sacred Self-Mastery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Love, Peace &amp; Stillness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimal Health &amp; Vitality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex, Consciousness and Galactic Synchronization</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>